
25 Best Savage and Funny Roasts For
Kids [2023]

1. "You're so slow, it takes you an hour to watch 60 Minutes!"

2. "If laughter is the best medicine, your face must be curing the world!"

It's a cute and enjoyable approach to acknowledge their innate capacity for sharing joy.

3. "Are you a magician? Because whenever you enter a room, all the other kids
disappear!"

4. "You must be an expert at hide and seek. I can never find your talent!"

5. "Is your name Google? Because you have everything I'm searching for, except
a sense of humor!"

6. "If brains were to rain, you'd be a desert!"

7. "I'm jealous of all the people who haven't met you yet!"

8. "Are you a dictionary? Because you add meaning to my life, but only for a
moment!"

9. "You're so clumsy, you could trip over a wireless network!"

10. "Did it hurt when you fell from the funny tree? Oh wait, you haven't fallen yet!"

11. "You're so funny, you should be a comedian... oh, wait, you already are!"

12. "If laughter is contagious, you must be the cure!"

13. "You're like a shooting star, everyone sees you for a brief moment, and then
you're gone!"

14. "If stupidity was an Olympic sport, you'd definitely win a gold medal!"



15. "You're so full of energy, I bet you can't even sit still in a movie about sitting!"

16. "I'm not saying you're old, but your birth certificate is a historical document!"

17. "If laughter is the best medicine, your face must be a pharmacy!"

18. "You're so funny, you could make a statue crack up!"

19. "You must have been born on a highway because that's where most
accidents happen!"

20. "You're so funny, even Siri couldn't find a response to your jokes!"

21. "You're so bright, you make the sun look like a flashlight."

22. "You must be a magician because every time you enter a room, you
disappear into your own world."

23. "Are you made of copper and tellurium? Because you're Cu-Te."

24. "You're so cool; I'm surprised you don't have icicles hanging from your ears."

25. "If you were any more awesome, you'd be a double rainbow riding a unicorn."


